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Statement of expert opinion on the fitness for purpose of the information used 
by the Christchurch City Council to develop High flood hazard management
overlays in the Canterbury Earthquake (Christchurch Replacement District 
Plan) Order 2014. Chapter 5 Natural Hazards proposal Stage 3.

1. My full name is Simon Harry Arnold.  I run my own business that commercialises 
science base technologies and have done so for the last 15 years. In doing so I 
am called upon to undertake due diligence on a wide range of natural, physical 
and engineering applied science to establish its methodological soundness and 
its fitness-for-purpose.  I advise a number of NZ’s leading research groups.

I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses contained in 
the Environment Court Practice Note 2014 and that I agree to comply with it. I 
confirm that I have considered all the material facts that I am aware of that might 
alter or detract from the opinions that I express, and that this evidence is within my 
area of expertise, except where I state that I am relying on the evidence of 
another person.

2. I have a BA (Hons) in Mathematics and post graduate study in management and 
policy analysis.  For 7 years I was responsible for statistical collection and 
analysis for the NZ education sector, including multi-decadal forecasting for 
aspects of it.  I have held senior policy roles in the NZ public service and as the 
policy and strategy advisor to a Prime Minister.

3. I chaired the working group that developed and implemented the current 
environmental machinery of government in the early eighties, and as CEO of the 
then NZ Manufacturers Federation in the 1990s I worked on the implementation 
of the RMA as it impacted on that sector.  However, the first time I specifically 
addressed the process of managing hazards arising from sea level rise was in 
2013 when as new Kapiti Coast resident I got involved with the residents group 
responding to the Kapiti Coast District Councils (KCDC) efforts under the 
Resource Management Act (RMA) and NZ Coastal Policy Statement (NZCPS) 
2010 and the Local Government Meetings and Official Information Act.

4. Since then I have taken a close interest in both the legal and policy framework 
under which these risks are managed, and the science by which assessments of 
sea level rise are made.  Before expanding on this I should stress that I have not 
looked at flooding or related matters per se.  My evidence is limited to the fitness-
for-purpose of the sea level rise assessments as they impact on the high level 
water overlays.

5. The problems that KCDC faced with advice from the coastal engineering 
consultants have been documented elsewhere.  An independent review found 
that the advice the local industry had given was not fit-for-purpose, and KCDC 
has withdrawn the coastal provisions from its Proposed District Plan and deferred 
consideration of it.  In the meantime the coastal residents and KCDC have been 
working on developing a process designed to avoid the problems had arisen.

6. Three key features of this new process are:

a. Recognition that it is property owners who carry the primary risk in these 
situations, and therefore they need to be involved as partners from the 
beginning of any process leading to the management of them; 
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b. Specification of the legal framework under which the process is to occur is
critical, and this needs to be specified prior to contracting any supporting
technical analysis/assessment;

c. Hazard engineering is just one small part of assessing and managing risks
on 100 year time frames.  Statistics and economics are critical, and the
coastal consultancies lack these capabilities (the Kapiti residents insisted on
a statistician being included in the independent review, and his contribution
was instrumental in removing key errors in the analysis).

7. In my opinion the Christchurch City Council (CCC) has also failed to address
these issues in its process and therefore the same issues have arisen with their
technical assessment and planning response.

8. As part of my involvement at Kapiti I have reviewed both the NZ legislation and
official policy papers on coastal hazard assessment and management, and the
international literature on sea level rise.  The latter includes the International
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (2014) 5th Assessment, Working Group 1
Reports, and have read much of the literature referenced in Chapter 8 that deals
with Sea Level Rise, and related subsequent publications.  I have also been
exposed to others in the Kapiti group who have significant capability in the
various disciplines involved, particularly law and economics.

9. As a consequence of my involvement in Kapiti and concern over the way poor
decisions had been made at significant cost to the community, I took an interest
in what was happening in other local authorities.  It was clear that the coastal
consulting community didn’t understand either the legal or methodological
requirements for a fit-for-purpose assessment, and local authorities were failing
to directly them adequately when employing them.

10. Through this I became aware of The Statement of Evidence of Mark Christopher
Ivamy on behalf of Christchurch City Council before the Christchurch
Replacement District Plan Independent Hearings Panel and “Coastal Hazard
Assessment Stage Two”, Tonkin and Taylor (T&T) 2015.  Despite the latter
having been completed after the Kapiti PDP process it took no account of the
lessons.

11. I therefore reviewed both documents and sent that to both CCC and T&T for
comment and asking for them to be reviewed for errors.  I attach that letter with
my Review (Attachment 1).  For convenience I also attach a summary of my
Review (Attachment 2). Neither party identified any errors but T&T did
acknowledge an arithmetic error but claimed other grounds for their results
(Attachment 3). I responded pointing out that T&T was relying on guidance
written in 2008 (and relating to a NZCPS from 1994) as being an acceptable
basis for undertaking an assessment under the NZCPS 2010.  I have had no
response.  I also had some inconclusive correspondence with CCC on the
Review but that failed to address any of the substantive issues raised.

12. I therefore consider the conclusion in the summary “that T&T 2015 isn’t fit for
purpose, and any actions taken by the CCC based on it should be withdrawn” still
stands.
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13. The Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment (PCE) subsequently
issued a second report “Preparing New Zealand for rising seas: Certainty and
Uncertainty” (2015). This reinforce the accuracy of my Review, and in particular
supports three of my criticisms of the T&T evidence and assessment, namely:

a. T&T applied precaution when that was inappropriate in a technical
assessment, being the prerogative of the CCC;

b. T&T used unlikely projections of sea level rise. Likely projections are
required by Policy 24 of NZCPS 2010; and

c. T&T variously failed to use appropriate statistical techniques.

14. Specifically the PCE report makes clear:

a. Technical assessments of hazard risk under the NZCPS should be done
without precaution. This is so the Council can get best estimates of the risks
and the uncertainty in them. This lets it, among other things, decide if it will
apply precaution in the management of affected resources (see Section 8.5
of the PCE’s report – while she’s asking for central government guidance on
this matter it is already stated in DoC’s guidance on Policy 3 of the NZCPS
2010)

b. The RCP8.5 emissions scenario that T&T use for their projections is not a
“likely” scenario. T&T uses this scenario as the basis for what is meant to
represent the “likely” effects of climate change and refers to it as being
“business as usual”. The PCE consistently and correctly calls this the “very
high greenhouse gas scenario”

c. The statistics need to be got right. For example in footnote 110 the PCE
report discusses the assumptions used by T&T 2015 around accretion. The
PCE basically confirms my suggestion that there is little risk on the coast,
and states “These predictions should be thought of as ‘highly
precautionary.’”

15. In summary, any decisions taken in the Replacement Plan that have been based
by CCC on either T&T’s evidence or assessment on sea level rise will be flawed
technically and legally.  This is of particular concern because these decisions will
have exaggerated the risks and increased the areas affected by the Plan
provisions.  The cost of those errors will be directly transferred onto the individual
property owners.

Simon Arnold 

29 January 2016 
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Attachment 1: 
Letter to CCC (and T&T) including a copy of the review
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Box 16 135, Te Horo 5544 

17 October 2015

Dr Karleen Edwards Doug Johnson

Chief Executive Managing Director
Christchurch City Council Tonkin and Taylor NZ
Christchurch Auckland

By email
kareleen.edwards@ccc.govt.nz djohnson@tonkintaylor.co.nz

Tonkin and Taylor Coastal Hazards Assessment Stage 2 for CCC 

You don’t know me from a bar of soap but I started life as a mathematician and my
first job was with the then Department of Education responsible for their statistical
work including multi-decadal forecast.  Later in the early 1980s at the SSC I led the
working group that set up the current machinery of government in the environment
area, so I have a soft spot for public policy in this area.  These days I spend quite a
lot of my time doing commercial due diligence on science.

My reason for writing is that I now live on the Kapiti coast and, while not directly
affected, have found myself applying much of my past knowledge to the issue of
coastal hazard assessments.  In that context I’ve participated in the various reviews 
of the science that have occurred in Kapiti and in helping to develop a more
appropriate way to handle these issues than is current practice1.  

With this background in mind I had a look at the pRDP provisions related to the
coastal hazards, starting with the projection assumption for sea level rise from the
IPCC.  In doing this I reviewed Mr Ivmay’s evidence that set out the basis for this 
assumption.  Attachment 1 contains that review.

This finds the evidence wanting, not just at the level of the assumptions but also in
places in terms of the methodology. Consequently I started to have a look at the
wider Stage 2 report (referred to as T&T 2015 in the attachments) in anticipation of
submitting on stage 3 of the pRDP.

The coastal provisions were withdrawn so I put this aside, but now understand that
CCC is persisting in using this for LIM annotations so I felt I should complete it and
see if by so doing it could help the various parties to back off from unnecessarily
fixed positions, and to help get better processes underway.

1 This is available in draft from the Kapiti CRU group.
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Attachment 2 reviews the wider T&T 2015 methodology for the CEHZ and finds it
also not to be fit for purpose.

My purpose in writing to you both is to bring this to your attention, and to give your
organisations a chance to correct any errors you may see in what I have prepared.  I
have to stress it has just been put together on a pro-bono basis in amongst other
priorities, so has had none of the care and attention or other professional input one
would expect from a professional study.   It is very much E&OE and leaves much to
be desired in terms of general finish.

Having said this, some of the mistakes in interpretation of the NZCPS 2010, while
currently endemic in coastal consulting profession, are straightforward to check (use
of precaution, use of unlikely effects of climate change, separation of hazard risk
assessments and risk management).

In terms of going forward I think Tonkin and Taylor should consider whether it wishes
this report to continue to be used by the CCC under the RMA and NZCPS 2010.  My
view for what it is worth is that it would be prudent to withdraw it.  CCC has clearly
been misled by it as seen by its action in including the results on the LIMs.  The
conclusion to the second attachment has some suggestions for dealing with the
situation on a longer time frame.

Having said this I look forward to any comments you might have on what I have
prepared.

Finally it is worth asking if had CCC received a report that said the best estimate of
the uncertainty in 100 year forecasts of the CEHZ was that the coast line would be
pretty much where it is today but with the uncertainty around that increased, would it
have then taken explicit action in the name of precaution to move the hazard zones
inland onto residents properties?

Kind regards

Simon Arnold
Managing Director

simon.arnold@arnold.co.nz
+64 27 248 1753
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Fitness for purpose of the science underlying the coastal management areas 
and LIM annotations based on an analysis of the Statement of Evidence of 
Mark Christopher Ivamy on behalf of Christchurch City Council (SoE) 

Introduction 

The Coastal Erosion Management Area and Coastal Inundation Management Area
being considered in Stage 3 Christchurch Replacement District Plan Independent
Hearings were prepared by Tonkin & Taylor (T&T) for Christchurch City Council
(CCC).   Mr Ivamy identifies himself as an author of these reports (SoE para 1.4).

This note assesses the understanding of both the legal requirements and the
science involved in developing sea level projection as evidenced by the SoE2.  
These projection were used in T&T 2015 to develop coastal hazard zones and this
was in turn used by the CCC in developing the now withdrawn pRDP (para 2.1) and
also in the LIMs. So in assessing the SoE this review also addresses the fitness for
purpose of the coastal management areas used in the LIMs.

It finds that the SoE sea level projection are not fit-for-purpose for use under the
NZCPS 2010 and this has significant consequences for the appropriate projections
and the coastal management areas used to annotate the LIMs.

In particular it finds the SoE:

 Incorrectly applies the precautionary principal to the assessment of coastal
hazards;

 Uses unlikely effects of climate change when it should use likely if, as it
purports to, it is to be compliant with the NZCPS 2010. Consequently it
incorrectly selects the IPCC projections based on RCP8.5 for use under the
NZCPS 2010 when this scenario is an upper bound;

 Fails to provide those who need to manage the hazard risks with either the
likelihood of the proposed projections or their uncertainty. Consequently its
projections are misleadingly certain3;

 Assumes that the local sea level rise is the same as the global rises with
limited evidence despite warnings by the preferred source (IPCC 2014) that
this is unlikely to be the case;

 Relies on MfE guidance that was prepared under the superseded NZCPS
1999 and the superseded IPCC AR4;

2 This submission is not intended to relitigate the evidence or the decisions already made based on it
(although to any reasonable person that will be a consequence).
3 However T&T 2015 in using this projection to develop coastal hazard lines used the range reported
by IPCC for RCP8.5 to develop estimates of uncertainty.  See Attachment 2 for a review of this.
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 Makes some straightforward errors and questionable assumptions that, if
corrected results in the SoE 2115 projections being 0.13 of a metre lower than
those used in the pRDP, rather than supporting them as claimed.

A reworking of the projections based on the same assumptions but correcting all
these errors leads to the likely projections for the 2015-2115 sea level rise lying
between a continuation of the current rate of increase through to 0.81m but with
current observations tracking close to the bottom of the range.

These errors have a significant impact on T&T 2015 and lead to a significant
overestimation of the inland migration of the 50 and 100 year coastal management
areas. The LIM annotations based on it are therefore inaccurate and misleading.

Evaluation of the SoE 

The purpose the science 

Mr Ivamy’s work is applied science to be used to help meet the requirements of the 
NZCPS 2010 and the RMA as they apply to coastal hazards in Christchurch.  More
specifically it relates to the of identification of areas “that are potentially affected … 
giving priority to areas at high risk ..” under Policy 24 and the assessment of hazards 
risks “having regard to … sea level rise [among a wide range of other factors]”.  

The SoE is silent on whether Ivamy received a brief or took professional advice on
the matters he needed to address to meet this need.   Neither T&T 2013 or 2015
indicates that CCC set these in the ToR to these assignments.  We can only assume
he or his employer applied their own judgement despite the NZCPS 2010 being clear
that the “NZCPS is to be applied as required by the Act by persons exercising 
functions and powers under the Act” (p. 7) not by advisers assisting the process.

However even without a clear statement of the information CCC required, the
NZCPS 2010 is quite clear on what is required in a number of its provisions.

Paragraph 5.1 of the SoE correctly identifies Policy 24 as the operative provision and
that the assessment to be performed is to “take account of … the likely effects of
climate change ..” [emphasis added, to be addressed later]. 

However the SoE incorrectly states this “requires the effects of sea level rise to be 
assessed ..”.  

In fact Policy 24 requires the “Hazard Risks … to be assessed having regard to …
sea level rise” (among a wide range of other factors) [emphasis added].   Those who 
need to assess hazard risks under Policy 24 need to know more than just possible
sea level rise, it needs to be combined with other factors to give an assessment of
hazard risks.

The NZCPS 2010 helps here. The Glossary links “risk” to AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009 
Risk management and in particular the definition of “risk” as the “combination of the 
consequences of an event (including changes in circumstances) and the associated
likelihood of occurrence”.  So even if sea level rise is the only relevant issue to be 
considered in assessing hazard risks (and this is most unlikely – matters such as
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“influences that humans have had or are having on the coast” and “the extent and 
permanence of built development” will surely intrude) the science needs to not only 
provide the “extent” (to use the SoE’s terminology) but its likelihood.

Instead the SoE adopts a non-probabilistic approach to sea level rise (it projects
single values into the future) and is silent on the likelihood of those projections.
Consequently it is not fit-for-purpose when it comes to informing hazard risk
assessment, even more so when it comes to “identification of areas at high risk of
being affected” under Policy 24.4   

It is worth noting that the concept of risk as defined by AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009
does mean that the risk will change over time, particularly where the risk is coming
from a progressive mechanism such as sea level rise.  However it is not obvious that
a risk will necessarily increase – while the likelihood may increase over time the
consequences may diminish more speedily (e.g. the capacity of those effected to
adapt to the changes).5   

Finally in para 5.9 the SoE offers an interpretation of Policy 3 of the NZCPS 2010
stating it “recommends adopting a precautionary approach when assessing the 
effects of climate change”.

This is incorrect.  Policy 3 (1) calls for “a precautionary approach towards proposed
activities” [emphasis added].  This policy applies to the management of risks not the 
assessment of them.  Policy 3 (2) which deals with the particular issue of climate
change is equally clear: “In particular, adopt a precautionary approach to use and
management of coastal resources” [emphasis added].

The whole trigger for the application of the precautionary approach (Policy 3 (1)) is
where matters “are uncertain, unknown, or little understood, but potentially 
significantly adverse”.  This can only be known once the scientific assessment has
been done.  If the science ignores the uncertainties and consistently errs on the side
of caution as it estimates relevant information it becomes impossible to know the
cumulative effect.

This is one area where DOC has developed guidance in respect of the NZCPS 2010,
and it is clear: “The application of the precautionary approach is a risk management 
approach rather than a risk assessment approach” (Page 6 of “NZCPS 2010 
Guidance note Policy 3: Precautionary approach” Department of Conservation). 

It is therefore surprising that the SoE makes this error (as do T&T 2013 and 2015).

4 However as noted T&T 2015 uses this concept of risk management. 4.1.6 introduces it and uses it
for a number of variables including sea level rise (4.1.4.5).   For this reason it is surprising the SoE
doesn’t provide estimates of uncertainty for its projections.
5

The CCC’s Section 32 report on the Coastal Environment fails to take this into account, and is
therefore deficient.
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The scientific evidence presented

A number of issues for the science arise from the errors made in the SoE’s implicit 
brief.  Others arise from the particular sources used for sea level change and the
information selected from them.

In para 5.3 the SoE states: “The IPCC synthesis report (IPCC, 2014) referenced in 
paragraph 1.6 above is the best available information for assessing sea level rise.”
This shows a misunderstanding of the respective place and authorship of the
Synthesis Report and the Working Groups.  The Synthesis Report is the summary
for non-scientists and contains at best secondary sources.  For the presentation of
scientific evidence the expectation would be that the Working Group Reports that
include reference to the primary literature would be used, particularly AR5 WG1
Chapter 13 that specifically deals with Sea Level Change.

This is an unnecessary mistake.  Identification of AR5 WG1 as the source for the
SoE would be no more difficult.

The SoE assumes that future sea level rises in Christchurch “will be equal to the 
projected global average” (Para 5.4).  This is justified by comparing the global
increase 1950 – 2000 with Lyttelton 1925 - 2010.  No explanation is given for the use
of different time scales for the comparison. This should be given since the data is
available and the IPCC reports “sea level acceleration results are sensitive to the
choice of the analysis time span” (IPCC AR5 WG1 p1150).

Further, given the importance of this assumption and the reliance on IPCC 2014 as
the primary source it would be reasonable to expect the SoE to comment on the
IPPC finding: “It is very likely that in the 21st century and beyond, sea level change
will have a strong regional pattern, with some places experiencing significant
deviations of local and regional sea level change from the global mean change.” 
(IPCC AR5 WG1 p1140)

The SoE cites MfE (2008) (para 5.1) and the projections in it (para 5.5) as the
national guidance “for consideration when appraising the consequences of coastal 
hazards”.  These projections are deterministic (despite some discussion of more 
probabilistic approaches) and the SoE is deficient in not drawing attention to the fact
that this guidance was prepared in the context of the NZCPS 1999 and relies upon
the now superseded IPCC AR4.

In particular the SoE fails to note that the MfE guidance includes in its higher
assessments “increased contribution from the Greenland and Antarctica ice sheets; 
carbon cycle feedbacks; and possible differences in mean sea level when comparing
the New Zealand region with the global average.”  In respect of the first factor IPCC 
AR5 states: “We have considered the evidence for higher projections and have
concluded that there is currently insufficient evidence to evaluate the probability of
specific levels above the assessed likely range.” 6  

6 This is explicitly referenced in T&T 2015 2.2.1.6 but the relationship to MfE 2008 not drawn.
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The implication is that higher projections than those in IPCC AR5 are not likely in the
next century, particularly ice sheet contributions that are explicitly accounted for.
Thus MfE (2008) has been superseded by IPCC AR5.

The heart of the scientific evidence is in paras 5.9 – 5.12 of the SoE.

In para 5.9 it states “projected global sea level rise values by 2100 to range from 
0.27 m … to 1.0 m depending on the emission scenario adopted.”7   

The SoE then states “I consider adopting the ‘business as usual’ scenario 
(Representative Concentration Pathways - RPC8.5) is prudent until evidence of
emission stabilising, justifies use of a lower projection scenario”. The term “business 
as usual” isn’t used to describe RCP8.5 in either of the relevant IPCC AR5 WG1 
(Chapters 1 or 8).

The SoE then goes on to cite Policy 3 in support of this prudence, but as has been
noted this is based on an incorrect interpretation of the Policy.8   

Putting this aside RCP8.5 is described in Riahi et al “RCP 8.5—A scenario of
comparatively high greenhouse gas emissions” Climate Change (2011) [emphasis
added] as “the upper bound of the RCPs” 9 and “a relatively conservative business 
as usual case”.  Riahi et al (2011) further states “With few exceptions …. RCP8.5 
builds … upon the socio-economic and demographic background, resource
assumptions and technological base of the A2r scenario.”  

This A2r scenario is described in Riahi et al “Scenarios of long-term socio-economic
and environmental development under climate stabilization” (2007) as aiming “to be 
positioned above .. the 75th ... percentile … of the comparable scenario literature, 
but without all their salient scenario parameters necessarily always falling within this
indicative range.”  

Being the “upper bound” and “above … the 75th … percentile” means RCP8.5 isn’t 
the “best available information on the likely effects of climate change” [emphasis 
added] as required under Policy 24 of NZCPS 2010, in fact it is not likely (by design).

In para 5.10 the SoE then extrapolates the RCP8.5 projections to 2115 “based on 
extending a curve through the upper, mid-range and upper projections”.  The exact 
method is not disclosed.

In para 5.11 the SoE then adjusts the mid-range projections for 2115 derived in para
5.10 to update from the IPCC base of 1986-2005 (1990 midpoint) to the present
(2015).

Two calculations are made to achieve this rather simple adjustment that require
explanation.

7 As an aside the figures from WG1 p 1182 are 0.28m and 0.98m respectively.  While the difference is
small it is unexplained.
8 T&T 2013 and 2015 contain similar statements.
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First, the SoE doesn’t use the actual global observations from 1990 to 2015 of 3.2 
mm/year (see IPCC AR5 cited above or for a more up to date assessment: Nerem,
R. S., D. Chambers, C. Choe, and G. T. Mitchum. "Estimating Mean Sea Level
Change from the TOPEX and Jason Altimeter Missions." Marine Geodesy 33, no. 1
supp 1 (2010): 435).  Instead the global projections are adjusted using what appears
to be the Hannah & Bell 2012 estimate of Lyttelton Port increase of 1.9mm/year.  At
the very least this decision not to use the global observations quoted by the IPPC to
adjust global projections warrants some justification.

Second rather than subtract the actual 1990-2015 rise from the 1990-2115 projection
to give a projected 2015-2115 rise the SoE adds it on, thereby inflating the 2115
projection from 0.9m to 1.0m.  This appears to be a simple arithmetic error.

Adjusting for both of these errors reduces the mid-range projection 2015-2115 from
1.0m to 0.87m.

These errors and the SoE method not being fit-for-purpose under the NZCPS 2010,
directly calls into question the validity of the T&T 2015 assessments for the CCC
referenced in par 5.7 and used as the basis for the LIMs.

Concluding remarks 

Given the legislative requirements and based on IPCC AR5 the SoE should have
said the IPCC would see likely sea level rise 2015-2115 in the RCP6.0 range of 0.38
– 0.81m (mid. 0.58m)10 and hazard risks areas should be assessed across that
range.  However 15 years into the IPCC’s projections the observations are tracking
closer to the RCP2.6 scenario and so the bottom of the range could be as low as
0.23m.  This would tend to discount the weight put on the risks based on the top end
of the range.

Further, in recent times the Lyttelton increases have been below the global increases
as measured by satellites so the risk at Christchurch may be even further on the
downside. The bottom end of the range is little more than a continuation of the trend
at Lyttelton over the last century.

Clearly then any hazard management zones used in the LIMs based on this work are
in error and otherwise not appropriate in terms of compliance with the RMA and the
NZCPS 2010 in contradiction of how they are represented.

10 Extrapolated 2100-2015 on basis of 2090-2100 increase.
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Fitness for purpose of “Coastal Hazard Assessment Stage Two”, Tonkin and 
Taylor 2015 for use in developing coastal management areas and determining 
LIM annotations. 

Introduction 

“Coastal Hazard Assessment Stage Two”, Tonkin and Taylor 2015 (T&T 2015) was 
prepared for the Christchurch City Council and was subsequently used to develop
the Coastal Erosion Management Area and Coastal Inundation Management Area
that was considered in Stage 3 Christchurch Replacement District Plan Independent
Hearings, but subsequently withdrawn, and was used as the basis for LIM
annotations.

Attachment 1 deals with one input to T&T 2015, projected global sea level rise, and
sets out the problems with that undermines the fitness for purpose of T&T 2015 to
either develop coastal management areas or for its use in LIM annotations that
purport to represent likely risks from sea level rise.

This Attachment looks at the balance of T&T 2015. It is not in-depth review and is
limited to one aspect of that report – the open coast and the coastal erosion hazard
zones (CEHZ).  It has been done only on the papers, relying solely on the report and
appendices. Much of the raw data is not contained in these documents.

The assessment finds that as with the Ivamy SoE, T&T 2015 fails to address the key
issues required by anyone managing the resources in question.

It also incorrectly adopts a conservative approach (but not always explicitly in the
name of precaution), makes assumptions that are not supported by the information
available and double counts uncertainty, all with the direct consequence of inflating
the risks.  It also has methodological weaknesses that mean it ignores empirical
information that would allow CCC to better constrain its assessment of risk. It fails to
follow New Zealand guidance for the preparation of probabilistic projections.

The nature of coastal hazard risks 

There are two quite different types of risk on the coast, and these require quite
different management responses.

First there is the storm risk.  In this the risk arises because of the uncertainty of
incidence and the intensity of the particular occurrence.  What is referred to as 1 in
50 or 100 year storm can occur at any time with probabilities of 2% or 1% p.a.
respectively.  These risks are like a good many in nature of which seismic events are
a familiar example in NZ.  There are lots of small frequent events that are expected
and therefore don’t represent a risk because we take them in our stride.  It is the big 
(i.e. high consequence) but low and uncertain frequency events that create risks that
need to be managed.
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The second risk is progressive the risk from sea level rise.  This is a different kind of
risk.

With sea level rise, particularly the possible acceleration of that rise, the uncertainty
is around how it will evolve in time.  At the decadal timeframe (the life of a typical
local authority plan) there is no real uncertainty and hence risk. It is progressive and
gradually unfolding (and this is true of any point in time, so by 2100 for example we’ll 
have a good handle on what’s happening in 2120 and be relatively unconcerned 
about it).  The uncertainty is in what things will be like in 100 years’ time from today’s 
perspective.

Short-term more rapid progressive erosion do create more immediate risks, but like
sea level rise the risk comes from uncertainty in the rate of change.  The interaction
of this risk with storm risk creates high risk areas.

It is therefore critical that the best possible estimate is made of the storm risk and
any short-term erosion.  Having said this there is equally likely to be considerable
history and memory of the recent past that means most of the uncertainty and risk is
likely to be known and accommodated within existing management regimes.

Accelerating sea level rise requires quite different management.  In the first instance
there is no sudden short-term uncertainty and therefore no short-term risk.  There is
a progressive evolving of the risk with good early warning and these risks impact on
only a very narrow class of resource management decisions (those of a longer-term
nature).  Another feature of the uncertainty and hence risk is that it will always be low
for the next 30 odd years because our knowledge improves with time.  We never get
to the type of risk that the storms create (unless sea ice starts collapsing, for
example).

Fitness for purpose of the T&T 2015 CEHZ methodology 

With these comments in mind T&T 2015 use a simple linear model to describe the
CEHZ (Equation 2).  Figure 4-1 shows a sketch illustrating the various components.
The report estimates ranges for the various parameters and their uncertainty and
then uses these to probabilistically estimate a range for CEHZ over various time
periods.

Short-term (storm cut and coastal fluctuations) and long-term components 

Because of the way T&T 2015 estimate the short-term components it is simpler to
comment on the short and long term components together.

T&T 2015 use three approaches to assessing these components:

First approach: estimating the middle and upper bounds for the short-term rate. 

T&T 2015 fits a linear model to the historic dune toe position at a number of
transects along the shore line (Equation 3).  Information from this model with the
trend removed is used to produce an estimate of the middle (maximum negative
residue) and upper bounds for the short-term rate (they produce two estimates: 3 X
standard deviation of residues and the maximum negative progression in the historic
time series).
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T&T offer no physical model that would justify the use of these statistics in this way.
There is therefore little reason to think these particular measures are suitable to give
best estimates of likely storm cut and coastal fluctuations going into the future, or are
suitable to assess the uncertainty in that estimate.

In particular there is no attempt to relate these various measures to the history of
storms, tides and other climatic influencers that are the cause of these deviations.
The consequence of this is that T&T 2015 does not use what should be the key
information on short-term fluctuations (dates when major storms impacted on the
coast line, the intensity of those storms).  Nor is information on rates of flow of
material onto the coast used to help estimate the real underlying accreting trends.

Further they ignore information from the response to those storms as seen in the
transepts at those dates - this would further help quantify the impacts on the coast
line.  Instead each transept is analysed independently without regard to what was
happening on the other transepts at the same time.

Thus there is no robust theoretical model or related empirical evidence for the use by
T&T 2015 of these estimates to project future coastal movements or the uncertainty
in these projections.

Furthermore even on a superficial assessment, the measures they have selected will
significantly overstate what T&T 2015 claims they are representing.  By way of
example the maximum of the middle and upper bounds across the whole shore line
were used in the projections for each individual transept rather than the middle and
upper bounds specific to that transept11.  This will obviously exaggerate the bounds 
and the middle and upper projections T&T base on them.

If T&T wished to combine the information from each transect then one approach
would be to regard each transept as independent samples of a common coastal
process12.  Under those circumstances some form of mean should have be used to 
give a best estimate of the uncertainty rather than use maximum values.  It is
axiomatic to observe that the average of a number of samples will be lower than the
maximum across them and so the T&T 2015 projections based on these parameters
are overstated.

Second approach: estimating the long-term rate of change

T&T 2015 fits the same simple linear model to calculate the long-term rate of change
as is used for the short-term parameter estimates. However they use a different

11 T&T 2015 justify this on the basis that: “It was considered prudent to use the maximum value for
each indicator within the full dataset as we considered there was no morphological reason why that
maximum value could not occur within any cell” (p. 23). Putting aside that prudence is not for them to
apply, this misses the basic methodological point that what they are trying to do is to produce for CCC
the best estimate of the uncertainty in the short-term fluctuations.  The maximum values for each
transept are derived from the data using statistical measures that may bear some relationship to the
uncertainty (although using doubtful methodology, as discussed).  On the other hand the maximum of
the maximums has no relationship to a statistically based best estimate of the uncertainty across the
coast line, unless T&T are postulating a very unusual physical process for how the coast line evolves.
12

They won’t be because of spatial correlations, but the following point still remains.
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dataset (derived from photos) and use Digital Shoreline Analysis System (DSAS)
software to undertake the linear regression (Section 4.4.4.4).

While they use different data both this approach and the approach used for the
short-term middle and upper bound are modelling the same process using the same
form of linear model.  The underlying uncertainty that is regarded in the first
approach as being uncertainty in the short-term processes is the same uncertainty
that T&T 2015 attributes to the estimation of the rate of long-term change.

The uncertainty is therefore being double counted and consequently it is being 
inappropriately exaggerated by T&T’s methodology.

Further it is unclear how DSAS calculates the uncertainty in the trends from the
linear regression, but it is most unlikely that the residues from this modelling exercise
conform to the assumptions required for robust confidence limits from simple linear
regression (even assuming DSAS adjusts for the spatial correlations).

T&T 2015 claims that these residues are normally distributed (“the distribution of 
annual residue shoreline movement could be considered normally distributed” p. 19).

Because the residues record impulses from storm events (in various stages of re-
instatement depending on the time since the last event) a normal distribution is most
unlikely.  They are more likely to follow the more complex non-normal distributions

characteristic of extreme events (this is well
documented in the literature).

In Figure 4-4 T&T 2015 plots the results for
Hood Street.  This has been digitalised and
converted to a frequency distribution graph
and compared to the distribution that would
be expect if this were a normal distribution
(see accompanying graph).   This data is not
residues from annual movements but clearly
it is not normally distributed13.   

The consequence is that statistic calculated
for the range of trend lines may not

accurately reflect the claimed probabilities.

Putting this aside T&T 2015 use DSAS to calculate the trends in each cell by
averaging the trends from each fit passing through that cell. However the highest
90% confidence interval from any of the lines passing through a cell is used for the
90% confidence interval for the whole cell.  This is the same mistake as was made
when using the maximum middle and upper bounds across the coast line to
calculate the short-term rates discussed earlier.  Again this arbitrarily inflates the
reported uncertainty (and has unknown impact on it).

The separate estimation of the uncertainty (i.e. risk) in the short and long-term
components cannot be achieved using T&T 2015’s rudimentary model.  This is a 

13 The number of observations is at the lower level of what would allow a formal test.
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fundamental weakness in T&T’s approach since this separation of the uncertainties 
coming from the unpredictable storms and from the gradually evolving processes of
accretion and sea level rise are of fundamental importance to the resource
managers (including private owners).

Again using DSAS there is no attempt to fit a physical model to the data.  The fit is
simply to the passage of time (although spatial relationships do seem to be
considered).  On the other hand the trend is hypothesised by T&T 2015 to be due to
sea level rise and accretion over the historic period.  There are independent
estimates of these underlying drivers available (measured sea-level and rates of
sediment flow down the coast line) that could have been used and it would be
expected that some attempt would have been made to relate these to the observed
historic coast line (taking account of the impulses from storm events).

Again by not doing this T&T ignore useful empirical information that would better
constrain the uncertainty in their estimates.

Third approach: estimating the lower bound for the short-term rate. 

This approach uses a numerical model (SBEACH) with synthetic storm inputs and an
average beach profiles as inputs to model the extent of the expected erosion.
Estimates of the extent of storm excursions are used in conjunction with the highest
astronomical tide14 as the lower bound for the short-term component. This estimate 
is based on the maximum expected excursion for two 100 year events in close
proximity.  The chances of two 100 year event happening in one year is 0.01% p.a..

This combination of the highest tide with what is stated to be a low estimate of the
beach profile derived from a very low probability event (0.01% probability) to give a
lower bound is obviously incorrect and greatly exaggerates the lower bound:  the
lower bound is being represented by T&T 2015 as having a 95% chance of being
exceeded, in practice the value actually used will be well under a 0.01% chance.

This greatly inflated lower bound is still below the middle and higher bound T&T
2015 use (above) and this indicates how extreme the T&T estimates are.

It is unclear exactly how T&T 2015 have used the short-term uncertainty estimates in
assessing their impact on the 50 and 100 year risks.  It appears they have assessed
the distribution of shore lines that would occur due to the short-term component in
year 50 and year 100 and included this in their modelling of the shoreline in those
years (although this isn’t completely clear).

In fact the shoreline has memory when it comes to storm events.  In a stable
shoreline (no sea level rise, no longer-term accretion or erosion) it is the most
extreme event over the 50 or 100 years respectively that defines the risk from short-
term events rather than just what happens in the year in question.

14 The perigean spring tide when both the sun and the moon are closest to the Earth.
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This becomes more complex to calculate when there are long-term trends (as there
are here); at what point does subsequent sea level rise overtake a storm that might
have occurred earlier in time?15  

But for the sake of exposition of how the bounds on the short-term rates could have
been calculated and what that says about the bounds actually used by T&T 2015
we’ll assume the steady-state case.

Under these circumstances if we are looking for the 5% and 95% bounds to place on
the short-term impacts we can roughly identify the types of storms we should be
using to estimate these bounds.  For the 50 year period we would use a 1 in 17 year
event for the lower (5%) bound and a 1 in a 1,000 year event for the upper (95%)
bound.  For the 100 year period we would use 1 in 33 year and 1 in 2,000 year
events respectively.16 

This confirms that the <0.01% event (i.e. 1 in 10,000 year event) used for the lower
bound for the 100 year is grossly exaggerated as a lower bound, and is even 5 times
more extreme than an appropriate upper bound.

It should be noted that we can also estimate the 50% threshold in the same way –
this would suggest that around a 1 in 70 and 1 in 140 year events should be used for
50 and 100 year periods respectively.  Note because the distribution of the
magnitude of extreme events is skewed in its (see earlier graph) simulations of this
distribution cannot just be based on normal distributions.

This third approach does have the advantage that the numerical model should at
least give a theoretical estimate for the extent of the storm cut within the limits of the
SBEACH model’s assumptions (but this too should be verified).

In comparison (and as noted) the regression model of dune toe position fits a model
with little relevance to the physical process being modelled, throws away
considerable information that could help constrain the risks, and any derivation of
uncertainty from the model looks as though it violates the assumptions of the method
being applied and double counts this with trend uncertainty.

Notwithstanding the concerns expressed in T&T 2015 about the potential under-
estimation of the SBEACH model the significant differences from the two approaches
should have caused T&T to revisit the reliability of the regression approach and the
uncertainty derived from it.

15 Ramsey et al (2012) as cited in T&T 2012 on p. 74 sets out one much more appropriate method to
use, and under the NZCPS 2010 Policy 24 it is arguable this would be guidance that should be
followed.
16 For example to calculate the lower 5% threshold for a 100 year period if the annual frequency of
exceedance is x then the chance it won’t occur is 1-x in any year.  Over 100 years the chances it
won’t occur is 100 ^ (1-x) (assuming independent events) to find the frequency of storm where this is
.05 (5%).   x= 0.03 solves, this so we want to an annual frequency of exceedance for the storm of 3%
or what is called a 1 in 33 year event.
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Summary: short and long-term rates

To summarise on the estimation of the short and long-term, the physical process
being modelled has accretion from the Waimakariri; occurs in the face of common
regional sea level rise, cycles of tides and small and large storm events.  At each
point on the shore the impact of these physical processes is uniquely represented
but they all occur at the similar times, at similar intensities and/or vary on common
frequencies.  There will therefore be a strong relationship between these external
events and what happens on each transect, and on what happens on one of them
compared with the next.

The model used by T&T 2015 puts all this information aside and simply attempts to
describe what happens on any individual transect by the passage of time.  This
modelling both ignores autocorrelation and over-fits any model (so estimates of rates
are biased and errors and hence uncertainty are overstated) and excludes the ability
to attribute particular movements to storms, sea level rise or accretion as
appropriate.

The particular approach adopted by T&T 2015 of separately estimating the trend
component and including uncertainty from that will double count this uncertainty and
inflates the risk.  Added to this the particular process of storm impulse followed by
gradual recovery will produce residues that are not normally distributed and unless
taken into account will bias statistics derived from this.

Finally T&T 2015 makes a number of quite arbitrary assumptions about the
uncertainty and bounds on the model that significantly inflate the short-term rates
particularly.

Dune stability 

The dune stability factor (DS) only applies when the effect of the sea level rise and
storm action is to erode the base of the dune.  When the coast is accreting the
potential for these conditions to apply is small.  It appears that T&T 2015 apply this
factor regardless, even in those cases where the 50 year shoreline is prograding in
some transept projections.

It is very likely that the conditions for the inclusion of any DS factor will not be met
over most of the 100 year transept projections once the methods have been
corrected to more properly reflect likely climate change (sea level rise) and remove
other exaggerated uncertainties

Where it is included and the dune is not at risk this creates another exaggeration of
T&T’s projections.

Sea level rise 

The discussion so far has shown that the uncertainty in the factors other than sea
level rise can be significantly further constrained than T&T 2015 reports.  However
the main driver of the 100 year risks is sea level rise. Two aspects of it particularly
influence the projections – the assumed sea level projections themselves and the
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closure slope from the Bruun analysis, the latter significantly amplifying the impact of
the more extreme forecasts.

We will discuss both in turn.

Attachment 1 outlines the issues that arise with the choice of the IPCC RCP8.5
projection for sea level rise and of not taking account of the actual increases through
the first 15 years of the IPPC’s projection period.  Rather than the likely range of
projected values by 2115 used by T&T 2015 of 0.62m to 1.27m (mid. 1.0m) the
appropriate values would be ~0.23m to 0.81m (mid. 0.58m or lower).

Using the mode closure slope of 0.014 based on an average from Table 4-12 the 
reduction of the middle estimate of sea level rise by 0.42m (1.0m to 0.58) reduces
the average 100 year erosion by around 30 metres17. 

More significantly the middle estimate of 0.58m sea level rise translates to a 41m
incursion landward over the next century, less than the maximum rate of accretion of
56m over 100 years (Section 2.2.2).

Thus other factors aside on this basis the two long-term factors (accretion and sea 
level rise) would lead to the coast line moving out over the next century and any 
erosion risks would reduce from what they are today, rather than increase.

Using instead the long-term trend rates from Table 4-12 the average trend is 0.28m
p.a. seaward.  This includes an average historic sea level rise of 1.9mm/year that is
working against the trend.  Adding this back in gives a further 0.14m p.a. accretion
(using the mode closure slope), so the accretion without sea level rise is 0.42m p.a.
or 42m accretion over the next century, somewhat lower than the Section 2.2.2
estimate.

Even so on this basis the coast is broadly in equilibrium over the next 100 years. 

Turning to the closure slopes from the Bruun rule using Hallermeier closure depths.
In their guidance Ramsey et al (2012) make it clear that this approach should only be
used as a first order approach (p. 73).  Further in a section entitled Beyond the 
Bruun Rule (p. 74) it sets out a preferred approach (reference earlier in this review)
not using Bruun, particularly where probabilistic methods are being employed (as
they are in T&T 2015).18 

There are two particular points to be made.

First, the parameters using Bruun have considerable impact on the uncertainty -
extending the tail of the distribution inland. For example moving from the average
mid closure slope of 0.014m/year to the average upper bound of 0.0055m/year

17 In what follows the full sea level rise has been used for simplicity.  T&T 2015 leave the historic rise
of 1.9mm/year in the long-term trend term, so the 100 year projections are reduced by 190mm for
what is quoted here.
18 See T&T 2015 that cites Ramsey et al (2012) as supporting the Bruun rule (p. 27) but fails to
mention this criticism.
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amplifies the impact of T&T 2015’s middle 100 year increase of 1.0m from 70m
movement inland to 180m19.   

Second, the values in Table 4-12 are arbitrarily selected without any validation from
the historic relationship between sea level rise and the erosion that causes; the
countervailing accretion that occurs on the coast line; and the actual movement of
the coast line.  Putting aside the Ramsey et al comments this is regarded as a basic
requirement for use of the Bruun Rule particularly when is being used in situation
where its assumptions are likely being violated (e.g. an accreting shore line).

While there are a number of problems with the assessment of the long-term factors,
the historic movement of the shore line coupled with inferences from the observed
sea level rise and accretion could be used to better constrain the uncertainty in the
sea level rise impact.  In simple terms the closure slope (and its uncertainty) can be
derived and therefore broadly validated by using the historically observed rates of
shore line movement, accretion and sea level rise.20 

Again T&T 2015 fails to validate its assumptions against historic data (putting aside
its failure to use the recommended methods for this kind of analysis) and therefore
likely over states the uncertainties and definitely conceals T&T’s own assumptions in
the output.

Concluding remarks 

T&T 2015 makes some first steps toward attempting to quantify the uncertainty and
therefore the risks as now required under the NZCPS 2010.

However it is not fit for purpose on a number of accounts.

First, it fails to follow the requirements of the legislation that defines its purpose.  It
uses unlikely effects of climate change and it uses precaution in its estimates where
that is the sole prerogative of resource managers (and even then not consultants).
The assessments of uncertainty need to be best estimates, not corrupted by arbitrary
assumptions.

In many respects this failing is due to a failing by CCC to properly direct T&T on
these matters, but T&T should be aware of these issues. Both parties should
improve their access to legal advice on these matters. In the case of the use of
precaution this is already the subject of guidance from DoC.

Second, it falls down because it fits simple models to the coast that are not driven by
the physical phenomena of interest.  The models used are not really capable of
quantifying the uncertainty where the task in hand is to project a complex system
100 years into the future.

While this is contrary to the current guidance for probabilistic forecasts (Ramsey et al
2012) a more basic problem is the lack of empirical validation of T&T’s assumptions.

19
Approximately 60m increased to 150m using T&T 2015’s adjusted sea level rises.

20 The Bruun rule is after all a simple model that says that these will move in proportion.
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This leads to the uncertainty being unconstrained by the historic record and
consequently the risks are exaggerated.

In applying the simple models it does, T&T make some quite straightforward
mistakes that only further serve to exaggerate the results.  T&T should improve the
level of statistical and risk management input it has into these types of studies.

Third, T&T fails to appreciate that quantifying uncertainty (the main task in hand) is
corrupted the moment arbitrary assumptions are imposed on the data that
exaggerate uncertainty.  This problem is particularly acute where the assumptions
are hidden at early stages of the analysis.

This stems from a more widespread misunderstanding amongst coastal scientists
and engineers of when matters require professional judgements and opinions, and
when those judgements need to be exercised by those carrying political not
professional accountability.

If in the name of precaution the CCC wishes to use more conservative estimates of
the long-term risks (and thereby create risks for existing property owners largely in
the name of protecting its own interests), the CCC is required under the NZCPS
2010 to do that explicitly.

T&T’s duty of care is to give best estimates of the uncertainty within the limits of 
assumptions that are consistent with the legal framework being operated under to
enable the CCC to make that judgement (and the political process to judge in turn).

In practice each of these three failings overlaps.  Precaution in the assessments is
not permitted by law, arbitrary assumptions end up being used when more complex
empirical models are not used etc.

or all these reasons the T&T 2015 assessment is not fit-for-purpose for use under
the RMA and NZCPS 2010.  The user (in this case the CCC) ends up being misled
by the assessment and incorrectly using it (as is evidenced by them being recorded
on the LIMs).
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5 November 2015

Arnold review of Tonkin and Taylor report for the Christchurch City Council: 

Coastal Hazard Assessment Stage Two 

Background 

Tonkin and Taylor (T&T) prepared a report, Coastal Hazard Assessment Stage 2
(T&T 2015), for the Christchurch City Council (CCC) for the purpose of CCC using it
to identify coastal hazards on a 50 and 100 year time frame under the Resource
Management Act (RMA).  Mr Arnold is a mathematician who has had extensive
involvement in policy analysis and was involved in the Kapiti process where poor
work by coastal consultants led to the Kapiti Coast District Council withdrawing the
hazard lines in both its proposed district plan and from the LIMs.

The expert evidence given by Mr Ivamy a T&T employee on behalf of the CCC in the
Replacement District Plan Independent Hearings came to Mr Arnold’s notice.  Mr
Ivamy’s evidence was on sea level rise and was one of the inputs into T&T 2015. His
evidence contained a number of significant legal and methodological errors
(including a simple error in arithmetic that inflated the assumed sea level rise).

This led to Mr Arnold undertaken a more extensive review of T&T 2015.  This too
suffered from legal and methodological errors.

The basic conclusion from the review is that T&T 2015 isn’t fit for purpose, and any
actions taken by the CCC based on it should be withdrawn.

The bottom line 

Mr Arnold reviews T&T 2015 and doesn’t try to repeat it with the errors corrected.
One of the criticisms of T&T 2015 is that one can’t tell how the assumptions and
errors impact on the reported results making the assessment useless in any
subsequent planning and resource management decisions by the CCC or the
residents.

However virtually all the errors and assumptions do serve to exaggerate the risks of
coastal erosion.  A back of the envelope calculation suggests that accretion and sea
level rise over the next century are likely to cancel out, leaving little change in the
hazard risks over this period.

This however is not robust conclusion; it simply gives an order of magnitude
indication of the extent to which T&T 2015 exaggerates. It suggests that the
encroachment onto properties T&T 2015 shows is primarily a product of T&T’s
assumptions and mistakes.
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The problems the review found 

1. Under the RMA coastal hazard assessment needs to be in accordance with the
NZ Coastal Policy Statement.  The first NZCPS was issued in 1994 but this was
superseded by a new version in 2010 that extensively reworded the provisions
around hazard assessment from sea level rise. Most surprisingly T&T 2015
bases crucial assumptions, particularly on sea level rise,  on the NZCPS 1994
(and guidance issued in respect of that), not the NZCPS 2010.  This significantly
exaggerates the risks because NZCPS 1994 refers to possible sea level rises;
NZCPS 2010 requires the likely effects of climate change to be used.

2. T&T 2016 incorrectly applied precaution adding bits for “safety” throughout.  Thus
it further exaggerates the risk it reports. This too is contrary to the NZCPS 2010
(and DOC’s guidance on this) namely that precaution is not to be used in the
assessment phase, this being the prerogative of the Council when it comes to
managing those risks.

3. They double counted uncertainty in the models they used to do their projection of
the shore line and this exaggerates the risks. They used grossly exaggerated
limits when estimating the uncertainty compared with what they claimed they
were doing.

4. They failed to test their model against history to see if it stacked up in the real
world. For example they made no attempt to look at what the coast line did when
major storms hit in the past to see if their model was consistent with that.

The legal failings alone make it unfit for use under the RMA.

Soundness of the legal assumptions made by Mr Arnold 

The errors made in T&T 2015 fall into two areas:  legal interpretation of the RMA and
the NZCPS, and the projection of complex systems under uncertainty.  In respect of
the legal issues Mr Arnold drew on a report “The Kapiti Fiasco” written by retired 
Principal Environment Court Judge Joan Allin.

The views of CCC and T&T on the Arnold report 

Both have had copies of the report with a request for them to identify any errors.
Both have responded without identifying any errors.  T&T have said the arithmetic
error in their sea level rise estimates wasn’t material, but based this view on a
NZCPS 1994 interpretation of what they were required to do rather than the NZCPS
2010 (see problem 1. above).  Discussions are continuing with them on this point.
CCC has asserted T&T 2015 is fit for purpose based on the standing of T&T and
others.  Discussions are ongoing on what should now be shown on the LIMs.

Scope of the report 

The Arnold review is limited to the sea level rise assumption in T&T 2015 and its
assessment of the coastal erosion hazard zones.  T&T 2015 also addresses
inundation zones.  This aspect hasn’t been reviewed.
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Response from Tonkin and Taylor acknowledging an error in 
one of their methods,leaving a method based on MfE 2008
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Tonkin & Taylor Ltd  |  105 Carlton Gore Rd, Newmarket, Auckland 1023, New Zealand 
PO Box 5271, Wellesley St, Auckland 1141  P +64-9-355 6000  F +64-9-307 0265  E akl@tonkintaylor.co.nz 

Job No: 851857.002 
28 October 2015 

arnold.co.nz 
PO Box 16 135 
Te Horo 5544 

simon.arnold@arnold.co.nz 

Attention: Simon Arnold 

Dear Mr Arnold 

Tonkin + Taylor Coastal Hazards Assessment Stage 2 for CCC 

Thank you for your letter dated 17 October 2015 regarding your concerns on our report for 
Christchurch City Council and the associated statement of evidence prepared by our Mark Ivamy.  I 
am responding to you on behalf of Doug Johnson. 

We are still in the process of evaluating your comments and discussing with Christchurch City 
Council any potential changes that might result from this process.  This has also been affected by my 
absence on leave until last weekend. 

At this stage we do accept that there is a straightforward error in the statement of evidence of Mr 
Ivamy in regard to his adding, rather than subtracting historic sea level rise (Ivamy SOE, Section 5.7 
(b)).  However, we note that this was one of two methods which Mr Ivamy used to determine the 
value of sea level rise to apply at 2115, with the second method based on the MfE (2008) guidance 
providing a higher value that was rounded to 1.0 m.  Therefore, in our opinion, this error does not 
materially affect his evidence to use 1.0 m sea level rise for 2115. 

We will review the other matters raised in your letter as part of our ongoing work for Christchurch 
City Council. 

Kind regards 

Richard Reinen-Hamill 
Natural Hazards Business Leader 

c.c. Dr Karleen Edwards, Chief Executive Christchurch City Council

28-Oct-15
t:\tauranga\projects\851857\851857.0020\communications\external\20151028.rrh.response to arnold.docx
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